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Standards, Assessment, Reporting, and Accountability
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Federal Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) requirements

Standards: What students should know and be able to do in each grade 

and subject.

Assessment: Tool to measure student mastery of state standards.

• A coherent assessment system includes an annual standards-based state 

assessment of learning and locally selected assessments for learning.  

• The annual state assessment serves as an objective, comparable high level, 

external check to on local practices using information on student 

performance.

• Locally administered assessments such as screenings, diagnostics, progress 

monitoring, and benchmark assessments as tools for teachers to make day-

to-day decisions on lessons and instructional practices. 

Reporting: Transparently sharing results from the state assessment.

Accountability: Rating system using results from the state assessment to 

determine supports and interventions.
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State level assessment
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We test students to:

• Provide parents with honest, objective information on how their child is 

doing.

• Identify students and schools needing additional support to make sure 

they receive the help and resources they need to be successful.

• Keep the promise of equity. All students can learn. We must ensure that 

all children are taught to the same high standards and expected to 

meet rigorous expectations.

• Know if state policies and interventions are working.

• Determine readiness of the future workforce to meet state hiring needs 

which is critical need for economic and workforce success.

• Be accountable to taxpayers whose funds pay for education.
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Start the conversation
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Assessment alone does not 

improve student outcomes, but 

the data it produces should 

inspire action that will improve 

student outcomes. 
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What we know about student learning amid COVID
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The nation knows very little.

• Until a universal administration of a statewide standardized assessment is 

conducted, we will not have precise information how student learning was 

impacted by COVID-19.

• A few projected ‘learning loss’ analyses have been completed using formative 

assessment data from NWEA to estimate the impact on student learning.

• The assessment data is from selected districts administering NWEA for 

instructional purposes in minimally secure environments
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What we know about student learning amid COVID
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The nation knows very little.

McKinsey & Company.  COVID-19 and student learning in the United States: The 

hurt could last a lifetime.  June 2020. 

Created statistical models to estimate the potential impact of school closures on 

learning based on academic studies of the effectiveness of remote learning 

relative to traditional classroom instruction for three different kinds of students. 

Then evaluated the information in the context of three different epidemiological 

scenarios using NWEA data.

Analysis predictions:

• In all three epidemiological scenarios, students are at risk for significant 

learning loss

• Learning loss will probably be great for low-income, black, and Hispanic 

students

• Loss of learning leads to lost of earning

• The educational losses caused by COVID-19 could hurt long term GDP growth

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/safeguarding-our-lives-and-our-livelihoods-the-imperative-of-our-time
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What we know about student learning amid COVID
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The nation knows very little.

Collaborative for Student Growth.  The COVID-19 slide: What summer learning 

loss can tell us about the potential impact of school closures on student academic 

achievement (using NWEA data). April 2020.

• “The degree to which students lose ground during the summer, however, can 

vary by data source, grade level, and subject. Some of the earliest work in 

seasonal learning suggested that summer slide leads to declines of two to 

three months of learning over summers while other research using nationally 

representative data showed small declines (two weeks of learning), or 

sometimes even small gains, during the summers following kindergarten and 

first grade, which researchers described as summer slowdown.”

• Meta analysis showed mixed research on summer slide, students participated 

in distance learning to varying degrees, and the number of weeks until the 

state test window (MN state testing window was already open)
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State assessment plans for 2020-2021
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Federal law requires states to administer assessments in 2020-2021

• Three states - Georgia, South Carolina, and Michigan - have sought a federal 

waiver for 2020-2021 assessment requirements.

• Louisiana policymakers called on the state board to review the need for 

assessments in 2020-2021

• Oklahoma and Ohio legislators urged state officials to seek a federal waiver.

• Texas is offering parents an opportunity to test their child in the fall using the 

state assessment.

• Tennessee superintendents from Shelby and Williamson County asked Governor 

Bill Lee to request a waiver. He responded “We must be able to know how our 

students are progressing to know where they need support and what areas 

they need to focus on, and the state remains committed to providing this 

critical data to educators and families.” 

• Three Massachusetts teachers' groups have called for an end to Massachusetts’ 

state assessment—drawing criticism from the Boston Globe Editorial Board.

• Florida confirmed state tests will be a part of the school calendar in 2020-2021 

and is newly offering a free administration of ACT and SAT as well as a version 

of the state assessment demanded by charter school operators to test kids 

when they return to school this fall.

https://www.gadoe.org/External-Affairs-and-Policy/communications/Pages/PressReleaseDetails.aspx?PressView=default&pid=786
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/sess123_2019-2020/prever/5202_20200623.htm
https://www.bridgemi.com/talent-education/michigan-moves-pause-standardized-tests-amid-coronavirus
https://www.okhouse.gov/members/ShowStory.aspx?MediaNewsID=5726
http://www.ohiohouse.gov/lisa-a-sobecki/press/reps-sobecki-and--crossman-introduce-bill-to-waive-state-testing-for-upcoming-academic-year
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2020/06/28/opinion/massachusetts-teachers-association-tries-exploit-crisis/?event=event25
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The (hopeful) future…
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• States must administer an annual standards-based state assessment in spring 

2020-2021.

• Proficiency results must be transparently reported as a means for 

accountability.

• Schools must be identified for resource allocation and supports based on the 

results.

• Local districts are only accountable to the state for preparing students to be 

successful on meeting grade level standards at the end of the year and how 

they do this is up to the local leaders.

• Rebuild school accountability rating systems for use in 2021-2022.
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Thank You!

Christy Hovanetz, Ph.D. 

Senior Policy Fellow

Christy@ExcelinEd.org | 850.212.0243

mailto:Christy@ExcelinEd.org
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National Assessment for Educational Progress (NAEP) 

vs State Testing
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Another academic year cannot pass without objective, comparable information 

about student achievement derived from a state assessment. 

• NAEP is not used to make decisions about state funding, resource allocation, or specific 

state policy.

• NAEP is a bi-annual external check on generalized student achievement in states.

• NAEP results are not available for students, classrooms, schools, and most districts 

because unlike the annual universal administration state tests, the NAEP is a random, 

stratified sample administration where some kids take parts of the NAEP and those parts 

are combined to give state level results.

• NAEP is administered by the National Center Education Statistics, because NAEP is a 

sample, having a generalizable population in each state for comparisons may be more 

challenging in 2021 because of options for instructional delivery and therefore testing.

• State test data is more relevant for making state level policy, funding decisions, as well 

as local decisions on teacher placement, professional development, school leadership, 

instructional materials, and identifying initial student strengths and weaknesses at the 

beginning of the next school year.

• Just because states may not have an external check from NAEP (which states only have 

every other year) does not mean states should not test - state test data is far more 

valuable for decision making than the NAEP. 

• Parents do not get NAEP results for their child, but they do get state test results.


